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A deep result about the ReedMuller codes, proved by Mykkeltveit in 1980, is
that the covering radius of the ReedMuller code R(1, 7) equals 56. We discover an
alternative and simpler proof for this important result.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
Let R(r, m) be the rth order ReedMuller code of length 2m, and let
\(r, m) be its covering radius. One of the most interesting and difficult
problem in coding theory is to determine \(1, m). In 1978, it was proved
in [4] that
\(1, m)=2m&1&2m2&1, for even m, (1.1)
2m&1&2(m&1)2\(1, m)2m&1&2m2&1, for odd m. (1.2)
By 1980, it was known that \(1, m) equals the lower bound of (1.2) for
m=1, 3, 5, 7 [9]. But the conjecture that \(1, m)=2m&1&2(m&1)2 for all
odd m was disproved [10] in 1983 when it was shown that
\(1, m)2m&1&
27
32
2(m&1)2, for m15 odd. (1.3)
(Also see [11].) For other results concerning \(1, m), see [1, 5, 8]. Among
the results about \(1, m), that \(1, 7)=56, proved by Mykkeltveit [9], is
one of the most difficult. The basis for Mykkeltveit's proof is the fact that
R(1, m) has a coset of minimum weight n(2m&2<n<2m&1) if and only if
there is a self-complementary [n, m+1, d ] code of strength 2 such that
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dn&2m&2 [2, Theorem 10]. Mykkeltveit showed that \(1, 7)=56 by
establishing the nonexistence of a [57, 8, 25] self-complementary code of
strength 2. In Section 2, we give a simpler proof for \(1, 7)=56 which
avoids this approach entirely.
2. The Proof
Let
Pm=GF(2)[X1 , ..., Xm](X 21&X1 , ..., X
2
m&Xm). (2.1)
Pm is a 2
m-dimensional algebra over GF(2) with a basis
1v=(X1+v1+1) } } } (Xm+vm+1), v=(v1 , ..., vm)T # GF(2)m. (2.2)
(1v is characterized by 1v(v)=1 and 1v(u)=0 for v{u # GF(2)m.) Weights
of elements in Pm are the Hamming weights of their coordinate vectors with
respect to the basis [1v : v # GF(2)m]. Recall that
R(r, m)=[ f # Pm : deg f r], 0rm. (2.3)
For f, g # Pm , we let
( f, g)=(Xm+1+1) f +Xm+1 g # Pm+1. (2.4)
Hamming weight and distance are denoted by | } | and d( } , } ) respectively.
Lemma 2.1. Let m3 be odd, and F # R(m&2, m). Then _P # GL(m, 2)
such that F((X1 , ..., Xm) P)=( f, g), where f, g # R(m&3, m&1).
Proof. Let ( )c : R(2, m)R(1, m)  R(m&2, m)R(m&3, m) be the
linear isomorphism that sends Xi Xj to >k # [1, ..., m]"[i, j] Xk . The general
linear group GL(m, 2) acts on R(2, m)R(1, m) and R(m&2, m)
R(m&3, m) naturally. For any A # GL(m, 2), the following diagram com-
mutes:
R(2, m)R(1, m) A R(2, m)R(1, m)
( )c ( )c (2.5)
R(m&2, m)R(m&3, m) www(A
T)&1 R(m&2, m)R(m&3, m)
(Cf. [6], Section 4.) Let F be the residue class of F in R(m&2, m)
R(m&3, m). Then F c # R(2, m)R(1, m). By the well-known canonical
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quadratic forms over GF(2) (cf. [3, pp. 197199] or [6, Section 2], there
is an A # GL(m, 2) such that
A(F c)=F c((X1 , ..., Xm) A)=X1 X2+X3 X4+ } } } +X2t&1 X2t , (2.6)
for some twm2x. Since m is odd, 2t<m. Let P=(AT)&1; then
P(F )=(AT )&1 (F )=(A(F c))c=(X1 X2+ } } } +X2t&1 X2t)c=Xm :,
for some : # R(m&3, m&1). So, F((X1 , ..., Xm) P)=P(F )=Xm:+; for
some ; # R(m&3, m). Hence F((X1 , ..., Xm) P)=( f, g) for some
f, g # R(m&3, m&1). K
Lemma 2.2. Let m be even and f, g # Pm . If d( f, R(1, m))=\(1, m), then
d(( f, g), R(1, m+1))=\(1, m)+d(g, R(1, m)).
Proof. Since d( f, R(1, m))=\(1, m), weights of f +R(1, m) are \(1, m)
and 2m&\(1, m) ([12]). _: # R(1, m) such that | g+:|=d(g, R(1, m)).
Choose ; # R(0, m) such that | f +:+;|=\(1, m). Then |( f, g)+(:+;, :)|
=\(1, m)+d(g, R(1, m)), where (:+;, :) # R(1, m+1). K
Theorem 2.3. \(1, 7)=56.
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that _F # P7 such that d(F, R(1, 7))>
56. By (1.2), d(F, R(1, 7))=58 or 57.
Case 1. d(F, R(1, 7))=58. We know that for m4, the covering radius
of R(1, m) in R(m&1, m) equals the covering radius of R(1, m) in
R(m&2, m) [5]. Hence we may assume F # R(5, 7). By Lemma 2.1, we
may assume F=( f, g), where f, g # R(4, 6). Since \(1, 6)=28,
d( f, R(1, 6))28, d(g, R(1, 6))28. Since F # R(5, 7)=R(1, 7)= and
f, g # R(4, 6)=R(1, 6)= , elements in F+R(1, 7) have weights #58
(mod 4), and elements in f +R(1, 6) (g+R(1, 6)) have weights #| f |( | g| )
(mod 4).
Case 1a. d( f, R(1, 6))=28. By Lemma 2.2, d(( f, g), R(1, 7))
28+28=56. Contradiction.
Case 1b. d( f, R(1, 6))=26. Then d(g, R(1, 6))#58&26#0 (mod 4).
Hence d(g, R(1, 6))=28 or d(g, R(1, 6))24. It reduces to Case 1a or
Case 1c.
Case 1c. d( f, R(1, 6))24. _: # R(1, 6) such that | f +:|24. Choose
; # R(0, 6) such that | g+:+;|32. Then |( f, g)+(:, :+;)|24+32=
56, where (:, :+;) # R(1, 7). Contradiction.
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Case 2. d(F, R(1, 7))=57. One easily sees that _v # GF(2)7 and
G # R(5, 7) such that F=1v+G ([8], Proposition 6). Then d(G, R(1, 7))=
58 or 56. By Case 1, we may assume d(G, R(1, 7))=56. Then every coset
leader of G+R(1, 7) has coordinate 0 at 1v . By Lemma 2.1, we may
assume G=( f, g), where f, g # R(4, 6). Without loss of generality, assume
v=_u0& , u # GF(2)6. (2.7)
Case 2a. d( f, R(1, 6))=28. By Lemma 2.2, d(g, R(1, 6))=28. f +
R(1, 6) is an orphan of R(1, 6) [1]. Hence _: # R(1, 6) such that f +:
has weight 28 and has coordinate 1 at 1u . Since g+R(1, 6) only has
weights 28 and 64&28, _; # R(0, 6) such that | g+:+;|=28. Then
( f, g)+(:, :+;) # G+R(1, 7) has weight 56 and has coordinate 1 as 1v .
Contradiction.
Case 2b. d( f, R(1, 6))=26. Then f +R(1, 6) is an orphan of R(1, 6).
(In Theorem 2.2 of [7], we showed that if m4 is even and if
f # R(m&2, m) such that f +R(1, m) has minimum weight \(1, m)&2,
then f +R(1, m) is an orphan of R(1, m).) Hence _: # R(1, 6) such that
f +: has weight 26 and has coordinate 1 at 1u . Note that | g+:|{32 since
elements in g+R(1, 6) are #56&26#2 (mod 4). Hence _; # R(0, 6) such
that | g+:+;|30. Then ( f, g)+(:, :+;) # G+R(1, 7) has weight 56
and has coordinate 1 at 1v . Contradiction.
Case 2c. d( f, R(1, 6))24. If d( f, R(1, 6))<24, one can easily see that
d(( f, g), R(1, 7))<56. So, d( f, R(1, 6))=24. By the same reason,
d(g, R(1, 6))24. Meanwhile, d(g, R(1, 6))#56&24#0 (mod 4). So,
d(g, R(1, 6))=28 or 24. By Lemma 2.2, d(g, R(1, 6))=24. _: # R(1, 6) such
that | g+:|=24. Then | f +:|=32. (Otherwise, d(( f, g), R(1, 7))<56.)
Choose ; # R(0, 6) such that f+:+; has coordinate 1 at 1u . Then
( f, g)+(:+;, :) # G+R(1, 7) has weight 56 and has coordinate 1 at 1v .
Contradiction. K
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